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A Surreptitious Form of Activism: 
Michelle Handelman Interviewed by 

Jane Ursula Harris

The filmmaker on her 1995 film BloodSisters documenting San Francisco’s leather-dyke scene.

Still from BloodSisters: Leather, Dykes and Sadomasochism, 1995. Courtesy of the artist.

Michelle Handelman is best known for sexually charged, highly stylized video 
installations featuring queer icons like Zackary Drucker, Flawless Sabrina, John Kelly, 
Shannon Funchess, and Viva Ruiz. These lush, darkly erotic fantasies with their elaborate 
sets and Felliniesque costumes invoke decadence, fetish, and horror. Many draw upon 
the outré literature of deviants and outlaws: fragments of Charles Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs 
du Mal (1857) are adapted in Handelman’s This Delicate Monster (2004–07), for example; 
and Marguerite Duras’s The Lover (1984) is one of three texts that inspired her 
film Hustlers & Empires (2018). These sources are always transposed into the feminist 
and radically queer milieu of the artist and her performers who merge the characters 
they play with versions of themselves.
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Handelman’s groundbreaking documentary, BloodSisters: Leather, Dykes and Sadomasochism (1995), 
reveals the origins of the artist’s interest in the transgressive power of fantasy and pleasure. A feature-
length film on the mid-’90s leather-dyke scene in San Francisco, it bears the themes of survival, risk, and 
belonging that mark subsequent work. The doc centers around eight self-described leather dykes who 
personally discuss the stigmas associated with S&M subculture—even among feminists and lesbians—
and the fluid identities it presciently fostered: “There are people who top from the bottom, and bottom 
from the top. There are pushy bottoms and passive tops,” Donna Shrout clarifies. “I primarily identify as
a faggot. I’m really into other butches, and I’m often effete,” Robin Sweeney shares. It’s a brave, 
complex, and unflinching look at a much-maligned subculture. To celebrate the film’s twenty-fifth 
anniversary in conjunction with the fiftieth anniversary of Pride, the artist and I talked about its impetus 
and legacy. 

—Jane Ursula Harris

Michelle Handelman. Photo by Grace Roselli.

    Jane Ursula Harris

What motivated you to make BloodSisters?

Michelle Handelman
I moved to San Francisco in 1986, right at the height 
of the AIDS crisis, when the leather scene was still 
fairly underground. Through my friend Scott Shatsky 
who worked at The Gauntlet piercing salon, I met 
Skeeter and Jaime (who both appear in the film), and 
they invited me to the 1992 International Ms. Leather 
contest. I had been involved with S&M as a practice, 
yet I didn’t know much about the leather community 
and the depth of its activism. But that night at the 
International Ms. Leather contest my mind was 
blown wide open. The event was beyond anything I 
had expected: it was politically charged, hardcore, 
and sexy as hell. And immediately I knew that I had 
to make a film about these powerful women, to 
amplify their voices, and to capture a piece of queer, 
feminist history in the making.

JUH
And it really was history in the making that you captured. Near the end of the film, Patrick Califia (then 
known as Pat)—a pioneer in the scene, already infamous for his BDSM fiction 
collection Macho Sluts (1988)—points out the progress he’d observed, noting all the “little young dykes” 
who’d “never done anything but S&M” and how different that was from when he came out. What kind 
of progress have you observed in the wake of your film?



MH
It’s interesting you bring up that line, because I see that as one of the most important moments in the 
film. It acknowledges the importance of struggle, the belief that change that’s worthwhile must be hard-
won and can happen within one’s lifetime—if you’re lucky. When BloodSisters was first released, no one 
in the United States would broadcast it. It was too controversial. Like Patrick, it took over twenty years for 
me to see its full impact. But now that it’s been screened internationally and is accessible via home 
video, I get emails from young, queer people around the world thanking me for giving them back a piece 
of their history they didn’t know existed.

JUH
The film particularly underscores just how fluid and nuanced BDSM roles were back then. Did you 
choose your subjects to cultivate this diversity for a vanilla audience, and did any of it surprise you?

MH
From the beginning, I found sympathetic resonance with the leather scene specifically because of these 
nuances, so, no, it wasn’t a surprise for me. It was the reason I was there in the first place. And, yes, I 
wanted to cultivate this awareness for a vanilla audience. I always thought of BloodSisters as not only a 
historical document but also a teaching tool. That’s why I structured it the way I did. I wanted to keep it 
palatable enough so that TV would broadcast it and so it could reach people who harbored biases 
against the scene and perhaps change some minds.

JUH

Yet BloodSisters got caught up in the culture wars of the 1990s. What was that like?

MH
That was confirmation that I was doing something right! In 1997 the NEA was up for ratification, and the 
American Family Association (AFA) put together a “sizzle reel” of films distributed by Women Make 
Movies (WMM), which they used to lobby against the NEA. I never received NEA support, but WMM did. 
The AFA put together clips from BloodSisters, along with clips from Barbara Hammer and Cheryl Dunye 
films. I managed to get a copy of the tape, and of course they picked the sexiest scenes! I immediately 
called all the female California reps and found out that they’d only sequestered male reps to screen the 
tape. They would not allow any female reps in! It was infuriating thinking about all these hypocritical, 
horny men watching lesbian sex scenes in the halls of Congress while actively trying to silence us—
because you know they were turned on!

JUH
What happened after that?

MH
It became a bit of a news story, and Debbie Zimmerman, executive director of WMM, was interviewed 
on several news outlets, including the New York Times and NPR. After the story died down Debbie said, 
“I always knew we were going to get in trouble for this film,” and just like that she dropped BloodSisters 
from the WMM roster. I was shocked…and furious. She ended up connecting me with Water Bearer 
Films who handled the home-video market, but the message was clear: WMM did not want leather dykes 
in their collection. WMM is an archive of films made by and about women—in some ways you could call 
their collection canonical—and I always thought they should have supported BloodSisters and held it up 
as an example of free speech. But we were kicked out of the canon. And ultimately that’s fine with me, 
because canons are hierarchal systems of oppression.



JUH
It makes me think of the feminist sex wars, and the idea that BDSM was an aberrant mirror of the 
patriarchy, which brought on third-wave feminism right at the time you were filming. Did BloodSisters at 
least get support among some feminists?

MH
Those feminist sex wars you’re referring to were still very much alive, and the theoretical texts that 
started to deconstruct gender and desire—by Judith Butler, Barbara Creed, and Laura Kipnis, to name a 
few—were just starting to appear when I began shooting, so they hadn’t yet made their cultural impact. 
While BloodSisters was successful in that it played at over fifty festivals around the world, it was still met 
with a lot of resistance. There was a lot of “We’re showing this, but…” People were afraid. I never saw 
BloodSisters as an important documentary in terms of filmmaking; I knew it was flawed, but I always 
knew it was an important film in terms of representation, and I thought other women would recognize 
that too. But I was wrong. The people who were really excited by BloodSisters were outliers—radical 
thinkers, underground writers, European programmers, queer feminist filmmakers like Monika Treut and 
Barbara Hammer, and the sex-positive community of sex workers and artists developing around that 
time. So now, it’s been galvanizing to see all these young festival programmers actually loving 
BloodSisters. I think it’s a reflection of what Patrick says about seeing social change happen. It’s 
humbling.

Still from BloodSisters: Leather, Dykes and Sadomasochism, 1995. Courtesy of the artist.



Still from BloodSisters: Leather, Dykes and Sadomasochism, 1995. Courtesy of the artist.

JUH
I love how you interspersed toy tutorials, sex scenes, and your own leather-fetish-based sculpture with
activist footage like the Pride March where two leather dykes carry a sign that reads OUTCASTS (with
the O rendered as a pair of cuffs) and the National Leather Association press conference in New York
City in 1994, among others. Can you talk about what you decided to include and your process in putting
it all together?

MH
Wickie Stamps, one of the featured voices in the film, said to me, “You’re here because you want to find
out something, and once you find that out, you’re gone. You’re on to the next thing.” And I’ve always
held that statement close in term of my working process, which is very research-based. With
BloodSisters I wanted to know everything. I wanted to experience everything. So, I had to find a way
formally to include all that. It was important to follow my tribe to the 1993 March on Washington and the
NYC Pride March, not only to show the commitment of my subjects but for my own need to be at these
events and be counted. I wasn’t there only to document. But editing was a nightmare! This was before
digital editing, so it was insane wrangling nearly a hundred hours of footage! Funny enough, one of the
things I got shit for was making it so colorful! I remember a lot of the community coming up to me and
asking, “Why is it so colorful? Shouldn’t it just be black and red?” That was my aesthetic imprint on the
scene, which in a way presaged the next generation’s non-binary, queer, punk style, and amazingly
became the driving force of the film.



Jane Ursula Harris is a Brooklyn-based writer who has contributed to Art in America, Artforum, BOMB, Paris Review,
Flash Art, The Believer, Vice/GARAGE, Surface, and Time Out New York, among other publications. Her essays appear
in catalogues including Carnegie Mellon/Miller ICA’s forthcoming Jacolby Satterwhite: Spirits Roaming on the Earth;
Participant Inc.’s NegroGothic: M. Lamar; Hatje Cantz’s Examples to Follow: Expeditions in Aesthetics and
Sustainability; Kerber Verlag’s Marc Lüders: The East Side Gallery; Phaidon’s Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing;
Phaidon’s Vitamin P: New Perspectives in Painting; Universe-Rizzoli’s Curve: The Female Nude Now; and Twin Palms’s
Anthony Goicolea. Harris curates on a freelance basis, and is an art history faculty member at the School of Visual
Arts.
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JUH
One of my favorite lines in the film is when Patrick (speaking of his fictional work, which was often
banned) says, “Writing goes places a picket line can’t.” It speaks to the power of art and fantasy as a
surreptitious form of activism. Would you agree?

MH
Yes, what Patrick says is important, because we usually think of political activism as something that
one does as opposed to what one is, and what one is goes into everything an artist makes. For me,
Patrick is not only speaking about the power of fantasy and metaphor but also the subversive power of
art. All of my work is about desire and power, and I’ve chosen to use the opulent and visceral forms that
I do precisely because of what Patrick is saying. I’m interested in the aggressively seductive qualities of
immersive installations, and how they infiltrate, infect, and subsequently become part of the viewer’s
psyche and body, blurring the boundary between fiction and reality. But I don’t really believe in the
concept of “fiction” when it comes to cultural experiences. Culture molds our bodies and identity. All the
layers are there.

JUH
As you remastered BloodSisters and found yourself looking back at the film twenty-five years later, what
struck you the most?

MH
I was surprised that as far as filmmaking goes, it wasn’t as bad as I thought it was! (laughter) But most
importantly, I was struck by how BloodSisters had captured the burgeoning trans community with
Patrick Califia, Tala Brandeis, and Susan Stryker, all people who started the public conversations on
gender fluidity and trans identity back in the early ’90s. And I was also struck by how radical and vital the
film still feels, as the need to take to the streets is more potent now than ever.

BloodSisters: Leather, Dykes and Sadomasochism will be screening online as part of OUTFEST film
festival’s Legacy Project on Wednesday, August 26. This fall, Kino Lorber will be releasing a restored
version of the film. Watch the trailer here.

A Live Panel discussion on Friday, August 28 will be livestreamed on OUTFEST’s Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube feeds featuring Michelle Handelman in conversation with Patrick Califia (writer/activist), Queen
Cougar (leather titleholder/activist), and Pony Lee (CruiseLA). 

Michelle Handelman also has a new video, Solitude Is an Artifact of the Struggle Against Oppression, on
view in the online exhibition Artists & Allies III at signs and symbols, NYC.
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https://quarantinetimes.org/news/hkee8neg3l2ttkkky82erqblrhtary

Michelle Handelman, still from “These Unruly and Ungovernable Selves,” 2020, single-channel video, color, sound, runtime 06:00

Michelle Handelman
What’s an artist who regularly dives deep into queer dystopias to do while stuck in quarantine? In addition to checking in remotely with her real-life 
friends, Michelle Handelman also found a way to visit with the characters that populated her films of the past decade. The result was exhibited online 
at the New York gallery signs and symbols: “These Unruly and UngovernableSelves,” a six-minute video collaged primarily from pre-existing footage, 
including one eerily prescient scene of an old lady bewildered at her isolation in a futuristic ticket booth. Everyone, including the old lady, who 
happens to be drag legend Flawless Sabrina, remains remarkably sultry, edgy and punk, despite the apocalyptic situation we all currently find 
ourselves in. One gets the feeling they’ve known it all along and, while most folks have been busy leading“normal” lives, they’ve been developing 
tactics for dealing creatively with a world in which “we are being asked to do things that are tearing at our souls,” when “separateness was an 
achievement,” our days filled with “the jangly nervous tension of doing nothing” and a “wish to obscure the reality of death.” These and other 
unsettlingly apposite phrases appear in between clips. Together they add up to a production that feels most of all like a trailer for the horror movie 
that is life right now, just a little bit sexier.

—Lori Waxman 2020-07-27 9:12 AM

The 60 wrd/min art critic is a project by Lori Waxman, the Chicago Tribune’s art critic and a professor of art history at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Her most recent 
book is Keep Walking Intently (Sternberg Press, 2017).

https://quarantinetimes.org/


28 May 2020, 10:00 am CET

Michelle Handelman, “These Unruly and Ungovernable Selves”: an

online video exhibition

Michelle Handelman, These Unruly and Ungovernable Selves, 2020. Single-channel video, sound. 6′. Courtesy of the artist and signs and symbols, New York.

Michelle Handelman’s video exhibition “These Unruly and Ungovernable Selves” opens today through signs and symbols’

website.

These Unruly and Ungovernable Selves is a new video work by Michelle Handelman that recontextualizes characters from her

previous works into a hypnotic visual essay about the trans guring of interiority during periods of isolation and fear. These

Unruly and Ungovernable Selves takes as its starting point the current coronavirus pandemic and lters it through Walter

Benjamin’s The Arcades Project and his idea that “the threshold must be carefully distinguished from the boundary.”

Handelman’s characters, who have already struggled with existential questions of belonging and fear in her projects Dorian, A

Cinematic Perfume; Irma Vep, The Last Breath; and Hustlers & Empires, are collaged with found images and texts to take on a

new form as they cross the threshold into a multiverse that simultaneously denies and struggles with containment.

Handelman writes: “While in lockdown I’ve been thinking about spaces of containment and agency, the agitated state where

inertia rubs up against desire, the fear of an unseen invader. When we nd ourselves cut o� from all that forms our identity, then

who are we? And how do we trans gure interiority during periods of isolation and fear. As my dear friend and trans activist

Zackary Drucker says, “When you hit a wall, when all you see are walls, shift your plane of gravity and make it the oor.”

Michelle Handelman’s video will be viewable online from Thursday, May 28 at 6:00pm until Wednesday, June 10 at 6:00pm.

SHARE THIS ARTICLE FIND MORE STORIES

https://flash---art.com/2020/05/michelle-handelman-these-unruly-and-ungovernable-selves-an-online-
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You Have No Idea How Weak I Am: Michelle Han-
delman’s “Hustlers & Empires”

Emily Colucci • March 16, 2018 

Is there a choice to be a hustler? That question, which flits onscreen in a flurry of bold black and white text, is posed 
to three iconic historical and fictional hustlers who sit on a futuristic dystopian panel that resembles purgatory for radicals 
in Michelle Handelman’s new multi-channel video installation Hustlers & Empires.

Of course, the figure of the hustler is one that traverses, particularly queer, cultural history. From the novels of Jean 
Genet and John Rechy to Warhol’s films like My Hustler and even, songs such as former Cockette Bambi Lake’s “The 
Golden Age of Hustlers,” recently revived by Justin Vivian Bond, the hustler has been idolized, romanticized and wor-
shipped as a symbol of transgression and a boldfaced refusal to live according to the rules of, as bell hooks articulated, 
“white supremacist capitalist patriarchy.”

And yet, within this legacy, the vulnerability and very real hardships faced by hustlers are often underplayed. As “The 
Lover” in Handelman’s video, modeled after novelist and filmmaker Marguerite Duras, musician, performer and artist Viva 
Ruiz responds to the question of hustling as a choice. “There’s a difference between a hustler and a thief,” she says, “A 

For Minorities Who Don’t Even Fit Into Our Own Minorities

Michelle Handelman, Hustlers & Empires, 2018, 4k multiscreen installation. Production still. Photo credit: Mr. Means



hustler, you don’t have a choice. I think you are pushing to survive–maintain. I think if you choose to hustle people and 
you don’t have to, then you’re a thief.” She’s not wrong. For most, hustling isn’t a conscious life decision, but one made 
in order to survive.

And yet, what if these two notions are not mutually exclusive? If transgression is the only means of survival, can it not 
be both a powerful form of defiance and a precarious balance between life and death?

It’s this dualism that Handelman explores in Hustlers & Empires, which is currently on view through March 18 at the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, through a whirlwind of multi-genre musical performances, rousing monologues and witty 
dialogue. In its totality, the video ends up appearing like a cinematic manifesto. As in her previous Irma Vep, the last 
breath, which starred Zackary Drucker and Flawless Sabrina, Handelman draws from historical and cultural texts, reconfigur-
ing them through the inclusion of today’s queer performers and artists. Through this method, she creates both a sense of 
intergenerational lineage and dialogue, as well as imbues the original text with new and sometimes, subversive meaning.

In Hustlers & Empires, Handelman casts a multi-talented group of performers including Light Asylum’s Shannon Funchess 
as “The Pimp” after Iceberg Slim, whose 1967 novel Pimp defined Blaxploitation-era Black masculinity in the late 1960s 
and 1970s. Downtown chanteur and sometimes, chanteuse John Kelly, who is certainly no stranger to inhabiting the roles 
of romantic fictional figures, plays “The Actor” based on the titular character from Fellini’s short Toby Dammit. A washed-
up alcoholic Shakespearean actor who loses is head over a Ferrari, Toby is a Filthy Dreams role model if I’ve ever seen 
one and no, it’s not just his drunken swagger and bleach blonde hair. And finally, as previously mentioned, Viva Ruiz, 
known for her work with The Crystal Ark and her wearable art project Thank God For Abortion, plays the desiring and 
desirable “The Lover,” inspired by Duras’ incarnation in her thinly veiled autobiographical novel detailing her teenage affair 
with an older wealthy man in French-occupied Saigon.

Michelle Handelman, Hustlers & Empires, 2018, 4k multiscreen installation. Production still. Photo credit: Mr. Means



Curated by Frank Smigiel as a part of the Limited Edition series organized by the museum’s Open Space, the SFMOMA 
installation not only features the video on multiple screens, but sculptural elements from its production such as the horrif-
ic inferno-like car crash backdrop that appears in later scenes, reminiscent of Warhol’s lurid Death & Disaster series. The 
installation will culminate on Saturday with live performances including a more ambient performance during the day with 
a perfectly named nine-person Hustlers Chorus, as well as intermittent appearances by Funchess, Kelly and Ruiz, and 
a more formal evening event with the performers all singing their songs from the film. While I sadly am not able to fly 
cross-country to see the installation, I spoke with Handelman about her new project to fill in the gaps.

Hustlers & Empires, like Irma Vep, the last breath, came from, as Handelman explains, “a very personal perspective.” “All 
my work is about me and my life,” she says, “it’s not like I’m an academic taking a critical approach.” This new project 
expands on Vep’s investigation of the underground. Handelman felt a connection with Vep, originally played by Musidora 
in Les Vampires, whose participation in criminal economies directly echoes Handelman’s childhood when, after her parents’ 
divorce, her dad “went off the grid and became part of the 1970s counter culture,” running a massage parlor and selling 
drugs. “With Irma Vep,” Handelman recalls, “I realized this is my story. As I started to segue into this piece, I realized I 
needed to explore this specific area of my life more.”

Michelle Handelman, Hustlers & Empires, 2018, 4k mul-
tiscreen installation. Production still. Photo credit: Mr. Means

 Michelle Handelman, Hustlers & Empires, 2018, 4k multiscreen installation. Production 
still. Photo credit: Mr. Means



This drive led Handelman to the three characters, beginning with Iceberg Slim whose novel the artist read when she was 
young. While not obvious, each character has resonances with Handelman’s creative practice. For example, both Slim and 
Duras draw from their own lives lived on the edge to fuel their artistic production like Handelman, though, as Handelman 
notes, “I think the way I do it is a lot more abstract.” While Toby Dammit as a fictional character is the one outlier, Fel-
lini’s film is directly culled from the Edgar Allen Poe short story “Never Bet The Devil Your Head.” “Poe is inside every-
thing I do in some way,” Handelman observes.

From its opening, which starts with a rhythmic, almost chant-like description of hustlers (“charismatic…irresistible…cunning…
the charming psychopath”), the video employs the combination of these characters and their three corresponding actors to 
reveal how different forms of control–whether racial inequality, the church, misogyny, homophobia, colonialism, capitalism–
imprint themselves on the bodies of those perceived as “the Other” and how those labeled as outsiders can resist. The 
installation examines how, as Handelman pinpoints, “we find ourselves in these compromised situations that force us to 
transgress to survive.”

Michelle Handelman, Hustlers & Empires, 2018, 4k multiscreen installation. Production still. Photo credit: 
Mr. Means

With a flurry of archival footage, cars, strange liminal spaces of bars, bedrooms and stages and passionate monologues, 
Hustlers & Empires bombards the sense and provides viewers with an enormous and exciting range of references to mine. 
And while the video prompts the audience to dive into these potential intellectual interpretations, it is also just a cathartic 
viewing experience–a musical ode to, at once, abuse at the hands of hegemonic power and the possibilities of undermining 
that power.

Asked why she chose to have musical performances as a part of the video, Handelman responds, “Sound is seductive. As 
gob-smacking as an image can be, sound is where the emotional content is in any film.” From Funchess’s bold song, in 
which she spits, “Fuck you for showing me that violence equals love” to Ruiz’s danceable chant “I’m so mad,” illuminat-
ed by a vibrant pink background, and Kelly’s moving operatic song, mirroring the piece’s title, the musical segments add a 
lightness and pop sensibility to the video, while also refusing to relent on its anger.



Beyond the music, my personal favorite aspect of the video is the talk show, which Handelman tells me was partially 
inspired by Sartre’s existentialist (and thoroughly nihilistic) play No Exit. Like a (possibly dead) hustler version of The 
View, the three characters ponder questions like “How do you define living on the edge?” to a surreal clap and laugh 
track that is eerily similar to the one in Fellini’s Toby Dammit. Not only do these scenes present a fascinating character 
study as each figure defines hustling (“really smart people with disadvantages,” says Iceberg Slim or “The Pimp”), but 
they also confuse the boundaries between reality and fiction. At times, it’s hard to tell whether the person talking is one of 
the performers in character or the performer as themselves. As Handelman reveals, “The performers were all instructed not 
to act…they’re being themselves, but they’re channeling the characters through themselves now as fierce political artists.”

With this amalgamation of the real and unreal, the performers and their identities work to “queer” some of the characters’ 
original texts. For example, by taking on the role of the violently misogynistic pimp, Funchess twists it by embodying that 
quintessential over-the-top masculinity as a Black woman, bringing, as Handelman notes, “the tension between the mi-
sogyny and the forceful feminism.” It’s a deliciously subversive moment when Funchess, as Slim, turns to the camera and 
states, “Patriarchy is the biggest con of all.” Similarly, at one point, Funchess drives a car, waving and nodding at invisi-
ble passersby with an overlaid scrolling text that reads, “Ultimately she knows the pimping game is part of a racist system 
of oppression and therefore, her puffed-up self-confidence is merely a Band-Aid on her already lost and battered soul.”

Michelle Handelman, Hustlers & Empires, 2018, 4k multiscreen installation. Production still. Photo credit: 
Mr. Means



Like this statement, Hustlers & Empires, as a whole, deals with the vulnerability and precariousness of those on the edge. 
“The Edge,” writes Hunter S. Thompson in his first book Hell’s Angels: The Strange and Terrible Saga of the Outlaw Mo-
torcycle Gangs, “There is no honest way to explain it because the only people who really know where it is are the ones 
who have gone over.” Handelman’s video depicts this sense of mortality and doom for those who have gone over the 
edge–the three characters seem to act as voices from the abyss. And yet, the video isn’t depressing or sad. In contrast, 
it’s pissed.

According to Handelman, this was the performers’ influence. Originally setting out to make a film that was “sad and heart-
breaking,” she remembers, “It was my performers who were like, “Uh-uh, I’m not playing the victim here….Fuck that. I 
am here, I am fierce and I’m going to talk from that perspective’.”

Michelle Handelman, Hustlers & Empires, 2018, 4k multiscreen installation. Production still. 
Photo credit: Mr. Means

Michelle Handelman, Hustlers & Empires, 2018, 
4k multiscreen installation. Production still. Photo 
credit: Mr. Means



“You have no idea how weak I am,” says each character at the end of their first monologues. This ambiguous statement 
can be understood two ways. On one hand, it could be seen as a statement of weakness, anxiety, fear and helplessness 
in the face of mortal danger and yet, on the other hand, it could be taken as a proclamation that one’s power has been 
underestimated, underappreciated and under-recognized. By the second monologue, however, there’s little doubt at the force 
of each character’s resistance. A battle cry for transgression as a means of survival with an awareness of the danger that 
comes with it, Hustlers & Empires reflects, as Viva Ruiz says as “The Lover, “disappearance occurs at the margins. I’m 
here, front and center, resisting erasure.”



https://www.tiff.net/the-review/from-musidora-to-maggie-cheung/

From Musidora to Maggie Cheung: Celebrating a 
century of Irma Vep

Alicia Fletcher • Mar 7, 2018

To mark International Women’s Day and celebrate the tremendous success of TIFF’s initiative Share Her Journey — a 
five-year commitment to increasing opportunities for women in the film industry, which has already raised a remarkable 
$971,000 that will directly support new programming aimed at tackling gender parity head-on — we are proud to col-
lect and present all the entries in this ongoing series by programmer Alicia Fletcher about the trailblazing women of silent 
cinema.

Learn more about Share Her Journey, and go here to donate today!

In Irma Vep, Olivier Assayas offers both a celebration of the origins of the French film industry and a critique of its con-
temporary state of schizophrenic disarray through a fast, funny account of a dysfunctional film shoot in present-day Paris. 
The film in question is a remake of Les Vampires, the famed 1915 serial by the great French filmmaker Louis Feuillade, 
which episodically chronicled the dastardly doings of a band of super-criminals who prey on Parisian society. “When the 

The legacy of French film’s first screen supervillainess

Musidora as Irma Vep in Louis Feuillade’s LES VAMPIRES



[producers] came to me and asked me to make a remake of Les Vampires, I told them they were out of their mind,” 
says burned-out New Wave director René Vidal (Jean-Pierre Léaud) to Hong Kong superstar Maggie Cheung (playing 
herself) in Assayas’ film. His objection hinges on one of the serial’s most iconic characters: Irma Vep (anagram of “vam-
pire”), the beautiful and deadly Vampire operative who stalks the roofs of Paris in a catsuit, who was incarnated in the 
original serial by the legendary actress who went by the screen name “Musidora.” Explaining to Cheung why he wants to 
cast a Chinese actress as his new Irma, Vidal lays it out plainly: “A French actress cannot be Irma Vep after Musidora. 
It’s blasphemy.”

Musidora as Irma Vep in Louis Feuillade’s Les Vampires Maggie Cheung as Maggie Cheung in Olivier Assayas’ Irma 
Vep

Deathly pale, with intense kohl-rimmed eyes and often baring a gruesome sneer, Musidora (real name Jeanne Roque) 
made herself immortal in Les Vampires, but she was no one-hit wonder. In addition to embodying the iconic Irma, she 
was also a feminist and queer pioneer, a famed actress, screenwriter, director, and producer, as well as the poster child 
of Europe’s avant-garde in the 1910s. Aggressive yet graceful, terrifying yet alluring, with a measure of androgyny and 
a flare for the dramatic, she was one of French cinema’s first true superstars, and her Irma has inspired filmmakers and 
artists for more than a century.

Born in Paris in 1889, Roque committed herself to the arts at an early age, writing her first novel at the age of 15 and 
appearing in Parisian theatre and cabaret productions, including some staged at the renowned Folies Bergère. In her early 
20s she became interested in France’s burgeoning film industry, and made her screen debut in Raphael Clamour’s Les 
misères de l’aiguille (1914), a socialist- and feminist-infused film that documented the plight of urban women workers. 
Looking to brand herself and gain a stronger foothold in the industry, Roque adopted the moniker “Musidora,” which in 
Greek translates to “gift of the Muses.”



Les Vampires

Soon thereafter, Musidora was cast by Feuillade as the lead female villain of Les Vampires, and her unique make-up, 
exotic costuming, and sinuous physicality did much to contribute to the ten-part serial’s outstanding box-office success. 
Thanks to her performance as Irma, Musidora became France’s leading actress, with her distinctive face recognized around 
the world.

After playing another tough female criminal in Feuillade’s Vampires follow-up Judex (1916) — a serialized thriller about 
an avenging caped crusader, which was reverently remade by Georges Franju in 1963 — Musidora expanded her reper-
toire to include screenwriting, editing, directing, and producing under the auspices of her own production company Société 
des Films Musidora.

However, like such fellow silent-era female pioneers as Lois Weber and Nell Shipman, Musidora faded into obscurity in the 
1930s, and by the 1950s she was living in poverty. In the years immediately preceding her death in 1957, she was 
discovered by Henri Langlois, founder of the Cinémathèque française, who secured her a job at the theatre’s box office. 
(One wonders if the future nouvelle vague filmmakers such as Godard and Truffaut, who religiously attended screenings at 
the Cinémathèque, recognized the still-living legend who handed them their change.) It is fitting that, in her final years, 
Musidora was entrenched at the institution that would do so much to keep her legacy alive through its celebration of 
Feuillade and his screen muse.

Maggie Cheung in Olivier Assayas’ Irma Vep



While Assayas’ Irma Vep is by far the best-known cinematic tribute to Musidora, it is but part of an entire artistic lin-
eage that paid homage to the actress’ iconic likeness. Poster designers in the teens and ’20s had already recognized the 
graphic possibilities of Musidora’s vivid visage and catsuited silhouette.

Original 1915 poster for Les Vampires

In the 1950s, famed fashion illustrator René Gruau transformed the deadly dame into an icon of haute couture, while 
in her 1985 photography series Sur les toits (On the Roofs), artist Béatrice Tatareau and model Lys Reygor recreated 
Irma’s wall-scaling exploits.



Béatrice Tatareau, Sur les toits, 1985 (©ADAGP 2017)

René Gruau illustration, 1953

In 2013, the Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum at Michigan State University premiered video artist Michelle Handelman’s 
tribute to the legacy of Musidora and her most recognizable role with Irma Vep, The Last Breath, a multi-channel instal-
lation currently on tour. Comprising four individual screens, Handelman’s piece reflects on the transgressive elements of 
Musidora, both in her screen image and her personal life. (The openly bisexual actress had a lengthy list of lovers in 
Parisian art circles, and also had a long-term affair with famed novelist, journalist and playwright Colette; Musidora even 
produced a number of the latter’s most highly regarded plays.)

Michelle Handelman, Irma Vep, The Last Breath (four-channel instal-
lation, 2013)



Starring transgender activist, artist, actress, and producer of television’s Transparent Zackary Drucker, as well as drag icon 
Flawless Sabrina, Handelman’s piece utilizes Musidora’s persona to comment on contemporary projections of queerness and 
the fluid evolution(s) of gender identity throughout the past century.

Musidora was (and is) more than her image. In the early era of the French film industry, she was at once an emblem 
of modernity, a boldly divergent voice, and an all-round artistic entrepreneur during that lamentably brief period in si-
lent-cinema history when women could expect increased opportunity and respect for their work behind the camera. As the 
homages paid her by Assayas, Tatareau, Handelman and others attest, Musidora truly is a muse for the ages.
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Northwest Notes: Dispatch from the Pacific
Noah Dillon • August 29th, 2015

The Pacific Northwest is beautiful this time of year. I travel there every few years and typically end up in the area during 
summer, missing the rain for which it’s infamous. This year I visited Seattle, Portland, and Vancouver, seeing a lot of 
the gallery and museum scene. The Seattle Art Fair ran during the start of August. It’s mostly a small-ish regional fair, 
though there were booths by Gagosian, David Zwirner, Pace, Zürcher, James Cohan, and other New Yorkers. I skipped it 
though, having a kind of snooty distaste for those conventions. I mean, who in their right mind would want to attend an 
art fair? Oof.

So I went straight for the regional institutions. There’s a lot to see. First: The Henry Art Gallery at the University of 
Washington. It’s set in the city’s hip and young U district, and it’s a smartly designed, well organized space. They show 
emerging and established artists in a variety of media. They do not have a large space, so there aren’t clusters of galler-
ies with an expansive selection from their permanent collection. Instead, they have well-curated exhibitions and I had just 
missed the school’s MFA exhibition, which runs for a month, rather than the week that many New York students get.

Ai Weiwei, Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads: Gold, 2010. Bronze with gold patina, dimensions variable. Images 
courtesy of Ai Weiwei.



On view while I was there was, among other things, 
Martin Creed’s Work No. 360: About half the air in a 
given space (2015), which was comprised of a large 
gallery filled almost to capacity by silver balloons. Visi-
tors could enter through one of two doorways and push 
their way through the claustrophobic mass, being disori-
ented and kind of pleasantly bewildered by the balloons’ 
power to constrict and delight. Also on view: a hand-
some retrospective for photographer Ilse Bing, a show of 
un-stretched and shaped canvases by Allan McCollum 
and Karen Carson, and a solo show by Michelle Han-
delman, with video and photography conflating vampirism, 
psychotherapy, and class-and-queer antagonism. The 
video draws from a Silent-Film-era series about Parisian 
thieves, called The Vampires, so one can forgive Han-
delman’s melodrama. It’s richly textured in a fetishistic 
way, and the accompanying photographs are exciting.

Michelle Handelman; still from Irma Vep, The Last Breath; 
2013. 4-channel video installation (color, sound), TRT: 
37:00 minutes. Image courtesy of the artist.

A few days later I took the train down to Portland, where I met up with artcritical contributor, publishing magnate, and 
poet extraordinaire Paul Maziar, and his friends, who showed me the nightlife — great host and hostesses. We remarked 
on the aesthetic qualities in the bright redness of neon lights adorning one of the construction cranes which has been 
expanding the city of late. Maziar’s been consuming Marcel Duchamp, so we say, “Sure, why not? Call it industrial-scale 
readymade sculpture.”

Next morning I left my kind hosts and took a long walk into downtown of the beautiful city, finishing up at the Port-
land Art Museum. The institution is currently hosting Ai Weiwei’s Circle of Animals/Zodiac Heads: Gold (2010), which 
is displayed among the museum’s many galleries of Asian art and artifacts. The suite of 12 animal heads represents 
the Chinese calendrical zodiac, and is based on a sculpture formerly of an imperial garden outside Beijing, designed by 
Europeans, used by the Chinese elite, then looted by French soldiers in 1860. The scale and craftsmanship of Weiwei’s 
sculpture is spectacular, however, despite the didactics, I got the sense that I was missing something pretty fundamental 
about the subtleties of the artist’s choice of representation. Is it something about the Chinese government’s complicated re-
lationship to Weiwei, to the nation’s own history, and the waves of European colonization and Chinese reclamation in these 
images? I can’t tell.

The aforementioned Asian art and artifacts galleries are really top rate. The layout of the building is labyrinthine, which can 
vary the experience between excited discovery and a confused, lost feeling.

Another exhibition, “Gods and Heroes: Masterpieces from the École des Beaux-Arts, Paris,” collects more than 140 paint-
ings, drawings, and sculptures from the school, from between the 15th and 19th centuries. I can have a hard time with 
some of the flowery, academic work that the institution produced and inspired, but it’s hard to argue with some of the 
works on view in this show. Albrecht Dürer’s The Vision of the Seven Candlesticks (ca. 1498), kind of made my jaw 
drop a little. And PAM also has a great selection of Modern and contemporary work, including a selection, on view now, 
of reductivist work by Robert Mangold, Dorothea Rockburne, Judy Chicago, John McCracken, and others — stuff that really 
gets me going. And there’s a large display of photographs, which the museum calls a “Fotofolio,” by Ansel Adams, Paul 
Strand, and Edward and Brett Weston and Minor White. Their silver gelatin prints of the American West made me wish to 
flee New York and find an abandoned mission on top of a mountain.



Also there, now closed, was a show of David Hockney’s 
print suite, A Rake’s Progress (1975), along with a 
set of prints by William Hogarth, made in 1733, on 
which Hockney’s sequence is based.

Full from Portland, I went back to Seattle. I took a 
breather and went to the Seattle Art Museum, at which 
the main attraction is currently “Disguise: Masks and 
Global African Currents,” which was a kind of unre-
markable show about artists using the imagery of African 
masks in their work. The hanging was gimmicky and 
impoverished, and several of the artists felt slight and 
arbitrary (no Keith Sonnier?). But, next to it was a 
great, like, really out of sight display of actual African 
masks, along with archival footage of performers at a 
carnival in the Côte d’Ivoire. That stuff is way more 
exciting and intellectually engaging than much of the 
show’s contemporary work.

David Hockney, The Seven Stone Weakling, from A Rake’s 
Progress: A Graphic Tale in Sixteen Etchings, 1961 – 63. 
Portfolio of 16 etchings, 12 1/3 x 15 7/8 inches.

As well, a small but nonetheless excellent show, called 
“The Duchamp Effect,” rounded up post-War artists 
making use of Duchamp’s innovations. There was a lot 
of toilet humor and pointing at contradictions between 
image, language, and actuality. One very smart touch 
was the inclusion of a photograph by Louise Lawler, 
showing two artworks in a collector’s home. Lawler’s 
photograph shared gallery space with the two artworks it 
pictures: a painting by Jasper Johns and a sculpture by 
James Rosenquist.

I left Seattle’s piney metropolis for an excursion north, 
to Vancouver. Even Canada’s border is beautiful, with 
enormous gunnera unfurling at the edges of Peace Arch 
border-crossing park, and a sculpture by Daniel Mihalyo 
and Annie Han — a billboard-like form of negative space 

Louise Lawler, Anonymous, 1991. Cibachrome print, 54 1/2 
x 40 3/4 inches, © Louise Lawler.

overlooking the Pacific inlet there. A few minutes away, Vancouver is a really, really pretty city, seemingly compacted 
into the natural concavity of the Salish Sea’s coast. There are tall skyscrapers, the city is sparklingly clean, and I ar-
rived immediately after Pride weekend, with festive banners and the debris of feather boas all over the place. I mean, it’s 
a really beautiful city. And in Canada, HBO has its own regional programming, including mandated indigenous programs 
and movies, which are very cool and sort of an entertaining (if small) gesture at reconciliation after hundreds of years of 
genocide and oppression. I liked the movie Rhymes for Young Ghouls (2013). It’s good.

There, I visited the Vancouver Art Gallery, which is hosting an enormous retrospective of Canadian sculptor Geoffrey 
Farmer, “How Do I Fit This Ghost in My Mouth?” I found myself thinking about Farmer’s tremendous archivist spirit, 
collecting and combining the pieces of National Geographic back issues, fiberglass sculptures, bits of signs, notes, tapes, 
vehicles, and all sorts of other things. It brought me back to a perpetual question in an era of explosive image production 
and distribution: is cataloguing and organizing one of the best strategies for an artist trying to cope, resist, or flow with 
such proliferation? I think probably yes. One small room held an archive of artist lectures and interviews on cassette tape, 
and invited visitors to sit and listen awhile.



On the ground floor was a great “show,” a display of 
works on paper from the museum’s collection, a trifle 
compared to the offerings that will be on view following 
the institution’s addition of a new space, designed by 
Herzog & de Meuron. The works on paper, over a hun-
dred on one large wall, were intended to entice viewers 
to see the benefits of the costly and overdue expansion. 
The next gallery over showed work from another col-
lection in “Of Heaven and Earth: 500 Years of Italian 
Painting from Glasgow Museums,” with a handsome 
selection of paintings covering a spectacular historical 
range, while still appearing intellectually clear and to the 
point. Upstairs was a group show in several spaces, 
each artist given their own gallery. Called “Residue: The 
Persistence of the Real,” this exhibition of documenta-
ry photography studies the way that history is retained 
in images, as in Catherine Opie’s beautiful shots of 
Liz Taylor’s home and Geoffrey James’s absolutely just 
mind-blowing shots of Canada’s infamous Kingston Pen-
itentiary, where inmates decorated the walls of their cells 
so ornately they could be mistaken for contemporary 
installation art.

Down the street, the Bill Reid Gallery shares the history 
and importance of First Nations’ arts, with a permanent 
display of work by Reid, one of Canada’s most famous 
contemporary indigenous craftsmen. Likewise, the muse-

Geoffrey James, Cell decorated with Harley Davidson and East 
Van Logos, 2013, archival inkjet print. Courtesy of the artist.

um promotes the continuing traditions of local tribes, including live, free-form Q & A with an artist working in the atrium. 
Sean Whonnock was there when I visited, and he told me a lot about the construction of regional iconography, about the 
craftsmanship of these artworks, his own life, and the traditions of his family and tribe. There’s a lot of great indigenous 
art and craft all over, and most of these museums had great collections, sustaining cultures that were almost completely 
wiped out during the preceding centuries.



Finally, back in Seattle, I hit up the city’s monthly First Thurs-
day art walk, down at historic Pioneer Square. The galleries 
are, in many ways, like those in New York and anywhere else 
in the world: there are some you’d like to spend a lot of time 
in, others not so much. One major difference is the organiza-
tion of openings, all on the same Thursday, with plenty of white 
and red wines, food, and live music. Totally alien, right? The 
atmosphere is festive and people are out to enjoy the scene, 
rather than trying to make the scene. I was taken by Greg 
Kucera Gallery, which had a diverse collection of works on view 
by self-taught artists, including Gee’s Bend quilts, Henry Darger 
paintings, drawings by James Castle and Bill Traylor, and so on. 
In the back was a show by Gregory Blackstock, who is autistic 
and creates large mixed-media drawings cataloguing all kinds of 
incidentals: dictionary definitions, sheepshank knots, flags of the 
world, rottweiler breeds. Blackstock was in attendance and was 
more open in his discussing his work than any New York artist 
you’ve ever met.

The whole trip, whirlwind that it was, showed me some new fa-
vorite art spots on the left coast. If you’re in the area, you’d be 
foolish to pass them up.

Gregory Blackstock, OUR STATELY COAST RHODO-
DENDRON COLOR PERSPECTIVES, 2012. Graphite, 
colored pencil and permanent marker on paper, 47 
x 31 1/2 inches. Courtesy of the artist and Greg 

Bill Reid, Grizzly Bear Panel, 1961. Cedar, poly-
chrome, hand-adzed; 200 x 96 x 32 cm. Photo-
graph by Dr. Martine Reid.
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Irma Vep as a Space Between the Artist and Her 
Creation
Hrag Vartanian • August 29, 2014

Iram Vep, an anagram for vampire, is the main character in a classic 1915 film, Les Vampires, that starred Musidora, a 
French silent film actress. Artist Michelle Handelman has taken the epic 7-hour film about a bizarre underground criminal 
gang and transformed into “Irma Vep, The Last Breath,” a video project that is about “living in the shadows, criminal anx-
iety and the relationship between the artist and her creation, both fictional and real.”

In Handelman’s film the roles of Irma Vep and Musidora are played by two artists (Zackary Drucker and Mother Flawless 
Sabrina) and they offer the audience seemingly intimate revelations about their lives and their place in society.

It is luxuriously shot with rich colors and glowing sets. The characters are conscious of the construction of their identity 
and reflect on what it means. Art and life are blurred into something that is sprinkled with the anxiety of loneliness and 
filmed using the language of documentary film. The film also pokes fun at our contemporary obsession with criminals and 
vampires, those creatures of our popular imagination that consume people to survive.

(via Michelle Handelman’s Vimeo channel, Hrag Vartanian/Hyperallergic)







https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/17/michelle-handelman_n_3762876.html

What Would The Original Vamp Say To Her 
Therapist?
Priscilla Frank • August 18, 2013 (Updated December 6, 2017)

“Irma Vep, the last breath” is a multichannel video installation composed of two stories. One tells of Irma Vep, the original 
vamp, character from the 1915 Louis Feuillade film “Les Vampires” complaining to her therapist. The second is Musidora, 
the actress who played Vep who, it is rumored, ended her life working anonymously as a ticket vendor despite her earlier 
goddess status.

The piece stars queer performance artists Zackary Drucker and Flawless Sabrina, aligning the performative aspects of con-
temporary queerness with earlier vamp tactics. “Irma Vep” explores the relationship and power dynamics between an artist 
and her creation; in this case, the creation is Irma Vep.

Taking place at the Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum at Michigan State University, Handelman’s exhibition takes over an 
overwhelming architectural space designed by none other than Zaha Hadid. The cinematic space combined with the physical 
space, according to the Museum, “allows space for anxious projections of desire on the void that is Irma Vep—a space 

What if Irma Vep was one of us? Multimedia artist Michelle Handelman is out to pull iconic film vixen Irma Vep out of 
her mysterious, screen-dwelling existence and into the therapist’s office. It’s not easy being a vamp, after all.



between genders, between vamps of the silent era and the contemporary queer.”

We reached out to Handelman to learn more about the project. Scroll down for more images.

How did you become interested in vamp culture?

When I say “vamp” I’m really referring to two things. There’s the vamp from the silent era and then the contemporary 
vamp which crosses into drag and performative identity. As a kid I was really into gothic horror films. It started with this 
TV show called “Creature Features” I used to watch with my dad and brother. Then my brother and I would put white 
makeup all over our faces and pretend to be monsters, and we’d watch all these great horror films— Frankenstein and 
Dracula and stuff. I just grew up loving horror films since I was five or six. I think I was always attracted to the monsters 
because of their outsider quality. I always felt like an outsider in every environment I have ever been in. There is some-
thing really sexy about them— black and dark and dangerous and forbidden.

Were struck you aesthetically with these films at a young age?

I am really just a product of media like we all are. Television has a huge influence on all of my work. When I was a 
kid I was enamored with Batman. Everything is shot at a really sharp, slanted angle, and then comes Catwoman in these 
black latex pant suits. I always say that was my first latex fantasy— not like it was a sex thing for me then, I just want-
ed to touch it and wear it and chew on it. I just found it all to be exquisitely beautiful because there is a certain sadness 
to it, a melancholy palette, and also this idea of power.

How do you envision 1920s vamps interacting with contemporary queer culture?

The vamps of the silent era had an outsider agency to them that fueled the narratives. They were outcasts, yet extremely 
powerful through their identity. Queer culture is relegated to the margins in our society, in fact, even criminalized in some 
states and many countries. Irma Vep is a criminal and this relationship between being an outsider both within and outside 
of queer culture is the connection, exploring what it’s like to live life undercover. Even within the queer community I’ve 



often felt an outsider because I’ve always identified as pansexual. I don’t really live in a binary existence in that way. In 
my artwork and my life, everything sort of bleeds into something else in a very organic way.

Do you feel like bisexuals are not welcome in queer communities?

I’ve always been a real solitary creature, like a panther or a cat. I like to roam around on my own. I spend a lot of time 
traveling very fluidly through a lot of different worlds. I have always resisted being pinned down to a single word definition; 
I feel it is reductive to subject anyone to a single word for their identity.

How did this particular project come to be?

I knew I had to do something with Irma Vep. I have pictures of her all around my room and office. My last piece dealt 
with “The Picture Of Dorian Gray,” and I was really struck with how in the book when the painting comes to life, this 
inanimate object has its own power and agency, crossing time periods and existing in a parallel universe. I started to think 
about what would it be like if the character of Irma Vep, who has so much influence in the world with her image of this 
iconic vamp, was actually alive. This symbol of the cinematic vamp, this dark, aggressive woman— if she were real, what 
would she talk to her therapist about?

How does this play out in the film?

I set up the piece so the only dialogue is Irma Vep on the couch talking to her therapist about things that are both 
specific to the film “Le Vampires” and also subsequently are specific to any woman’s life. She talks about topics like how 
she has a hard time working with the other vampires or how she is always on the run, she cant keep a relationship to-
gether.



Did you research the film heavily for the project?

I ended up doing a lot of research about the actress who played her, Musidora, who actually went on to become one 
of the first female feature film directors. She produced and directed a dozen films in her lifetime. All of them were lost 
except for two. Myth has it that in her final days she was a ticket taker at the Cinematheque Francaise and no one knew 
the old woman who was selling tickets was really this famed old star of the silver screen. But it all started with this char-
acter. This character became her identity, became her doppleganger.

That does sound pretty Dorian Gray-like. 

It makes you think about the artist and her creation, whether its a character you portray or a painting you make. The 
power relationship between an artist and her creation fascinates me; sometimes the artist has more power and vice versa.

How does the film interact with the Zaha Hadid architecture of the museum?

The look of my piece was very much inspired by the German Expressionists- particularly “Metropolis”. And I love Zaha 
Hadid’s architecture; I love being dominated by architecture. Feeling that power, as a human I feel so small, like just a 
little element in the world. You feel it in churches all the time; they are designed to elevate the concept of what you’re 
there for. It blew me away; I just felt that that this museum was made for my piece.

What are communicate with this work?

Part of what I do is try to put the viewer off balance in some way. I am interested in creating a destabilizing experience 
where the viewer has to navigate the piece in an active way. I feel that people often approach art from a voyeuristic point 
of view, where they’re just peering in on it. I just want to shake people up and have them question what is the function 
of art, what is the function of life and when they experience something that makes them uncomfortable they have to figure 
out why.
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MICHELLE HANDELMAN
‘Dorian’

Participant Inc.
253 East Houston Street, Lower East Side

Through May 31

Inspired by Oscar Wilde’s “Picture of Dorian Gray,”
Michelle Handelman’s video installation “Dorian” takes
viewers on a delirious bad trip from innocence to experience
to death. The surrealistic 52-minute narrative is projected
onto four screens that are set up in a square with a circular,
revolving bench in the middle for viewers to sit on. A
downbeat mix of “The Wizard of Oz,” “The Rocky Horror
Picture Show” and “Mulholland Drive” set to ethereal,
avant-garde music, the video follows the nightmarish
adventures of a young woman named Dorian, played by
the drag impresario Sequinette. She first appears on the
rocky banks of the East River with an old suitcase, looking
like an aspiring actress just in from the Midwest. Discovered
by a photographer, she is transported to a studio where she
models punkish fashions.

From there she plummets into a hallucinatory evening of
clubbing and riding around in a limousine in the company
of various menacing, gender-bending characters. Then she
is in her squalid bedroom, half-naked and drugged out.
A mysterious, probably chimerical masked woman whose
nude body is covered in glittery black paint hangs out with
her, reading a book about Wilde. Finally Dorian confronts
a vision of her dead self in the form of a scrawny, ghoulish,
violin-playing old man (Jack Doroshow, who is also known
as the drag queen Flawless Sabrina).

There are periods of tedium, but on the whole the film casts
a captivating spell while delivering a mordant commentary
on the decadence of contemporary culture.

               KEN JOHNSON


























